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Great Scot! Something Smells Fishy!
by Kate Haiman 
title by John Miller
 When presented with the idea of having an E.P. reflecting the Scottish culture, the campers were surprised and 
excited. One can only imagine our surprise when we learned that one of the activities was composed of putting a dead 
fish down the shirt of every person in the cabin. The Greystone Gazette went around camp, asking for thoughts on this 
activity. Most people were repulsed by the idea of putting a fish near their body: “It was disgusting,” said Marina Obregon. 
“Ew ew ew ugh,” quoth another. Some people who did not do the activity felt bad for the ones who did: Cara Scott said, “It 
made me feel sad having those girls come up smelling like fish!” Scott even felt bad for the fish: “ It was demoralizing for 
the fish!” Some shared her thought, “It was abuse for the fish. It’s spirit was probably looking down from heaven, offended 
by the torment imposed upon it’s dead body”, said one intrigued camper, who chose to stay anonymous. 
 Although most campers and counselors did not enjoy the activity, many people did: “ I kissed it! It was beautiful!” 
said anonymous, “It was an interesting experience” shared Mary Covington. Other people thought “It was worth the points.” 
According to one camper, “It would be less weird if it was alive.” and it would “only be appropriate at Greystone”.
 The people’s point of view differed depending on who was asked. Some loved the activity, and some did not enjoy 
it whatsoever. Regardless of your opinion on the activity, I think we can all agree that The Scottish Fish Challenge will be 
remembered for years to come!

Misconceptions about Texans
by Haley Coleman
 Some people consider Texas as a southern state, while others swear that it belongs to 
the west. In reality, Texas has always had a bit of an identity problem, which leads to many 
rumors about what really happens in the Lone Star State. Many of these are in fact, untrue, 
and it’s time to get some things clarified. However, before any of that, please understand 
that Texas is a HUGE state and that there are drastic differences between, say, Dallas and 
Plano, so, some things that Houstonians do may be totally unheard-of in Austin. 

  First off, horses. As many Texans can relate, one of the first things asked by out-
of-staters is “Do you ride your horse to school?” The answer is no. They only ride them to 
the saloon because they offer free parking and complimentary carrots. In all seriousness, 
most people don’t use livestock as a mode of regular transportation. Sure, there are horse 
shows and races, but rarely can a person be seen casually riding their horse down I-35. Of 
course there are exceptions, like this family I knew who used to take Sunday rides around 
the neighborhood. However, generally speaking, Texans only ride their horses on ranches and in 
races, not alongside trucks on highways.     (to be continued on page 2) 

In the wake of the Taylor Swift Renaissance, we here at Greystone Gazette were left utterly, as they say, shooketh. Wanting to embark on a similar expedition with 
our reputation, we felt the need to reinvent ourselves on a Taylor Swift 2017 level. Since we are only a camp newspaper, it seemed, as they say, extra to come out with 
a music video or write an intentionally cryptically worded tweet as a means of communicating our departure from our previous self. Thus, we have taken a much more 
subtle, humble stance: Writing articles, stories, and columns that surprise and shock our readers. The goal is to make our readers feel like they’re inside the heart 
of Greystone with lighthearted humor, jaw-dropping exposés, and stories that remind them of the reason why they return each year.Thanks for your endless support, 
campers and staff. We hope you enjoy the new and improved Gazette!



An Interview with Lucy Banks
by Mary Hanson Borders

Q: Is it fun being a group leader? Why?
A: Of course it is! Because, you get to become friends with girls and be creative.

Q: What does your typical day look like?
A: One problem as a group leader is your day looks the same, but some things are different like checking emails and 
voicemails that stay the same thing. 

Q: How did  you find out about Camp Greystone?
A: I was a camper for 11 summers and my cousin came to camp before me.

Q: Were you a counselor?
A: I was a counselor 3 years ago in BL6.

Q: How did you get promoted?
A: I applied to be a counselor but  Laura called me and asked if I wanted to become a group leader. 

Q: How long have you been working here?
A: This is my 2nd summer on staff and I have been here since May 23rd. 

Q: What is your favorite memory at camp?
A: My favorite summer is when I was a senior senior in the castle, but my favorite memory on staff is when the different 
relationships with counselors and campers.

Q: What is your favorite camp food?
A: My favorite Greystone food is scones. 

Q: What  is your camp activity?
A: My favorite activity is tennis. 

Q: As a group leader what is good advice for a new main camper?
A: To get outside of your comfort zone and to be friends with your cabin, and people in your classes.

 Secondly, Texas is not one big rolling plain nor is it a lonely desert. This one is merely 
an exaggeration of the truth. Texas is hot. No denying that. However, cities like Dallas actually 
have small hills and a numerous amount of trees. That said, if someone were to take a road 
trip through the countryside, they would find ranches and horses sprinkled throughout scenic 
plains where free range cattle have no problem moseying their way into the middle of the 
road. Nevertheless, if someone was expecting to encounter an inescapably big desert where 
Dusty and Lefty continue their search for a bacon tree, you would be left utterly disap-
pointed.     

 Finally, my personal favorite, “bless your heart.” This misconception was cultivated when 
people began to take “bless your heart” as a compliment. In fact, when used correctly, there 
is an implied “‘cuz you’ll need it” at the end. It is similar to the difference “good luck” and “good 
luck, you’ll need it.” This can be quite difficult to grasp, so here’s a dialogue to help those who 
are confused:

1: Is a flamingo a duck or a bird?
2: Honey, flamingos and ducks are both a type of bird. Bless your heart.
 
 Hopefully, this article has helped someone understand more about our big beautiful 
state with some identity issues. So, remember to keep your mind open and get your facts 
straight, George Strait.



The Legend of the Loch Edith Monster
by Elise Little

 The topic abuzz in conversations today at Greystone is the reasoning for the lake being deemed off 
limits, resulting in campers unable to enjoy activities such as kayaking, sailing and waterpark. The reason-
able ones will repeat Jimboy’s claims by saying the lake’s Ph levels are off balance; however, insiders know 
that there is something fishy with Jimboy’s claims—even fishier than the fish threaded through camper’s 
shirts on Loch Edith night. The mysterious closing of the lake leads the Gazette to explore the summer of 
1945. Camp Greystone experienced unparalleled success during the summer of 1945. The following summer, 
Greystone plummeted from its peak of success while engulfed in the murky waters of mystery. Campers and 
their families were surrounded by confusion regarding the events of the last summer days in 1945. The ones 
that knew the truth were gripped by fear, and because they were trapped in that clasp, they did not return to 
camp. Unravelling years of Greystone’s efforts to quell the legend, events past and present have interlocked to 
tell the story of the summer of 1945 . . . 
 The sun was sinking, melting with its technicolor rim into our precious Edith’s glassy waters. The 
black-and-white movie flickered from inside the pavilion. Within a burst of rebellious feelings, three Grey-
stone campers wandered away from the pavilion. While meandering by the edge of the lake, they decided 
to enjoy an evening swim. Giggles rang out among their bashful splashes. Suddenly a shriek pierced the 
air. One of the girls thrashed desperately but inevitably surrendered to the strength of her capturer. Yelling 
whipped through the air as the counselors who had come to chastise the girls perceived the meaning of the 
pooling blood on the surface. Frightened, confused sobs brought tears which billowed down the two remain-
ing camper’s cheeks. All other campers were sent home in order for Greystone to resolve the entanglement of 
problems. Afraid an investigation would spark rumors, Greystone scoured the country and hired the most el-
oquent and intellectual lawyer, Bill Taylor, unwilling to see the downfall of their beloved camp. Despite the 
bite marks, untraceable to any known animal, Greystone claimed the girl simply drowned and emphasized 
the importance of following camp rules. Now, upon remembrance of the 1945 tragedy, Greystone has brought 
back the beauty pageant: a program only performed in the time of the Loch Edith Monster disaster. The 
Loch Edith evening program ushered memories of the monster, and the monster ushered other memories of 
the 1940s (which included beauty pageants). Coincidence? I think not!

Letters to Murray

Dear Murray,
I miss you! I can’t wait for Saturday so I can see you again. 
You are my favorite camp dog. You really have to stop biting 
people though.

Sincerely, 
Angie

Murray,
Camp is not the same without you :(  Last night was vespers. 
You really missed out. I’m sure you’re having fun chasing ani-
mals. You should run away and come back to camp and sleep 
in my cabin. I’m excited to see you in BU5 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3

A Five-Year Speech 
by Julia Shough

Five years is such a short time in comparison to the everlasting timeline of the 
universe and all that it beholds. And yet, the importance of this time in my life 
cannot be understated. Remembering back to the time of first arriving on the 
dewy fresh morning grass of Opening Day, with the threat of Bunk Run looming, 
a small smile is all I can muster. No words can do justice to my first two weeks 
at Greystone. The friends, experiences, and fellowship I found – all strength-
ened through our love and worship of God — is something I will cherish forever. 
Especially the companionship of Julia Chandler, my first true friend at Greystone.  
Picture August Camp, 2017, floating in the murky waters of Lake Edith on a 
paddle board.  Julia and I were calm, feet dipped in the cool water and shar-
ing memories of home beneath the hot August sun.  Without knowing, that 
conversation launched a friendship that would last beyond the reaches of camp 
and affect my life.  Even if we can only spend a few weeks of camp together, I feel 
that I have known her for years.  Greystone has affected me spiritually, mentally, 
and physically, and even though I might lives hours away, Greystone will always 
be with me.



Sassy’s Solutions
While Sassy is no longer with us at the Greystone 
Gazette, we have decided to continue her advice col-
umn under a different author. Submit your questions 
for Sassy in the white box outside of the video room!

Dear Sassy,
I’m on a top bunk and my bunk’s metal 
bar is FREEZING in the morning. How do 
I get out of bed in the morning without 
getting frostbite?
- Cold Camper

Dear Cold Camper,
Wrap something like a shirt or blanket 
around the bar, and grab onto it when 
you’re getting out of bed in the morning. 
You could also crochet the bar of your 
bunk. The ultimate life hack, however, is 
to bring gloves or mittens to camp. Prob-
lem solved.
- Sassy
-------------------------------------------------
Dear Sassy,
I keep getting bug bites! I’ve put bug 
spray on, but how do I make them hurt 
less?
- Mosquito Magnet

Dear Mosquito Magnet,
Cold showers help, and so does ice. You 
could also drop by the Health Hut and get 
some cortisone cream. Resist the temp-
tation to pop or scratch them. Trust me, 
you’ll regret it.
- Sassy

CAMP TRIVIA WITH LELL
by Elizabeth Pruellage

1. Which cabin type was not around when camp frst started?
a.) Tentalows 
b.) Bungalows 
c.) Cabins

2. What’s one food Lell wants camp to bring back?
a.) Kale salad 
b.) Thick, deep fried, french toast.
c.) Hot, vegetable Chili 

3. When did Jim Daddy start breakfast club?
a.) 1987
b.) 2005
c.)1970

4. Who was the “Gervais” in the 1960’s?
a.) James Rainie 
b.) Gordan Ramsey 
c.) Samuel Rides

5. How many campers attend Greystone in the 1920’s? 
a.) 7,000,000
b.) 200
c.) 150

6. How many campers attend Greystone in the 1960’s?
a.) 400
b.) 250 
c.) 3

7. What place in camp was the shower house for the bungalows?
a.) The Linen Hut 
b.) BL1
c.) The Health Hut

8. What did the camp uniforms look like in the 30’s? (Besides whites on Sundays, Vespers, etc.)
a.) A long pink dress with a baseball cap.
b.) A white polo, and green trousers.
c.) Green uniform pants and polos.

9. How did most peoplE f ind out about Greystone in the 1920’s?
a.) Friends and family
b.) Instagram
c.) Ad’s in the paper.

10. Since there was no Thor in the 60’s, how did people know lightning was in the area?
a.) “We just had to guess, using good common sense.” 
b.) “We had a dog bark when there was lightning.”
c.)  “The counselors would communicate, and tell the campers to get out of the water.”

11. What did campers do when Falling Creek came?
a.) A slow dance.
b.) A square dance.
c.) A science fair.

12. What the length of sessions in the 60’s?
a.) 2 days
b.) 31/2 weeks.
c.) 2 months, there was only one session.

Answers: b, b, c, a, c, b, a, c, a, a, b, c

Unpopular Greystone Opinions
by Ella Coleman

While it may be hard to believe, the following statements were 
indeed said by fellow Greystone campers and counselors. Be 
warned: you may not like what you see. 

Honey on bread is weird. I love Corned Beef 
Hash. OCP is overrated.
-- all from ANONYMOUS


